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ABSTRACT

This is the seventh in a series of monthly reports on an experimental

I program dealing with the sensitivity of certain cased explosives and propellants

to impact by regular fragments. The program is designed to aid in determining

a more realistic quantity distance relationship for the storage of Ordnance

explosive material. It is the intent of this project, through an experimental

program, to establish a limiting fragment mass vs impact velocity relationship

for the detonation of certain explosives and/or propellants enclosed in casings

of different thicknesses.

This report discusses the firing of 0.2 oz fragments for velocity calibration

and assessment of fragment damage. Receiver charge detonability tests were also

Sfired. No detonations were recorded.
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IN.1RODUCTION

This is the seventh report on an experimental program covering the progress

of Contract DA-l9-020-ORD-5617 for Picatinny Arsenal. This report covers the

period 31 August to 28 September 1962. The objective of the program is to

determine the sensitivity of certain cased explosives and propellants to impact

by regular fragmeuts. A technique of explosive fragment acceleration ts being

used to cover the range of velocities of interest, This method appears t.easible,

is economical, and almost mandatory for high velocities. The explosive launch

of fragments is presently being used for all test firings. During this report

period effort has been devoted to the firing of 0.2 ox fragments (3/8 x 3/8 x 3/16

inches thick). Velocity calibration and assessment of fragment launch damage

have been completed. Detonability tests using caved explosives were conducted at

velocities up to 8300 feet/sec. No receiver charge detonations took place.

All test firings conducted during the report period are listed in Table I.

Two firings using the 1/2" cubes (0.54 os) were made into the exposed end of

the receiver charge at velocities of 5,970 ft/sec and 4,690 ft/sec and no

detonations resulted. The receiver charge cases were severely damaged and over

one half of the explosive material yas thrown out of the casing. The next four

firings were made using a 220 Swift rifle firing a 48 grain (.11 oz) copper

jacketed lead bullet (impact velocity in all cases vas approximately 3600 ft/aec).

The first shot which was fired into the exposed end of the charge thrir, out one

half of the explosive material with some minor burning (all burning took place

outside of the casing). The second round was fired through the 1/16" plate,

Arthur D. Little, Inc.
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the projectile bit the thick vail of the receiver charge igniting the explosive

material, which burned very slowly within the case. & third firing was spgin

made through the 1/16" cover plate. The 1/4" thick casing was split along its

axis and one half of the explosive material vas thrown out of the casing and

burned. The explosive material inside the casing remained intact. A fourth firing

was made with the receiver charpe assembled and a witness plate bolted to the

exposed end., The firing was made through the 1/16" plate (no velocity record was

obtained on this firing). The bolts holding the witness plate were broken and

all explosive mter:al was moved outward approximately 1/81. The 1/16" thick

plate was twisted outward. There was a slight puff of saoke upon impact. However.,

411 explosive material was intact (there was some evidence of a minimum amount

of burning at the point of entry of the bullet). Smaller fragments weighing

approximately 0.2 oz (mild steel cubes whose dimensions were 3/8 x 3/8 x 5/16

in, thick) were obtained and a series of calLbration firings to assess fragment

damage and obtain fraonent velocities were made. Five additional firings at

velocities up to 8300 ft/sec were made with this fragment into the easosed end

of the receiver charge, There was no detonation or burning (No. 77 through

86, Table 1). Two additional firings through the 1/16" plate were made with this

small fragment at a maxium velocity of 4870 ft/see. There was no evidence of

burning and no detonation. lowever, since these charges vete assembled with

witness plates securely bolted on the exposed and with four heavy bolts, damage

to receiver charges appeared to be considerably less than in any previous impacts.

Data obtained from the firings reported herein (using cubes) continues to show

a fragment mass velocity to charge detonation relationship which varies considerably

vith existing data from other independent sources.

Arthur D. Little, Inc.
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VISIT TO PAIUN AHINAL

On September 11, 1962, representatives of Arthur D. Little, Inc. not with

representatives of Picatinny Arsenal in Dover, New Jersey, to discuss the status

of the program under this contract. The following points were resolved at thie

moet Lng:

1. Several firings with a small fragment (0.2 oz) would be made

at a velocity level easily attainable with present donor booster

charge design.

2. The firing schedule will be reduced pending arrival of the more

sensitive receiver charges and/or the apparently inconsistancies

which are occurring are sattsfactorily answered.

3. Picatinny would arrange to fire some small fragments (gun launched)

into cast charges similar to those being used in this test

program as a check on results being obtained by explosive launch.

4. Pfcatinny would cast some pentolite charges (a more sensitive

explosive) and forward them for testing at as early a date as

posisible.

5. A visit to Arthur D. Little, Inc. test facility to witness the

firing of the small fragments (0.2 oz) vould be arranged at an

early date (this visit took place on September 20, 1962, see

paragraph below).

VISIT TO TEST SITE

On September 20, 1962, two representatives of Picatinny Arsenal visited the

Winchester, New Hampshire test facility of Arthur D. Little, Inc. and witnessed

the previously discussed five firings of 0.2 ot fragments into the exposed end of

the receiver charges (firings No. 82 through No. 86, Table I). As a result it

Arthur D. Little, Inc.
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was agreed that firings into these charges would be stopped after two additional

firings through 1/16" cover plates (rourds 87 and 88, Table I). Cast Pentolite

explosive charges would be expidited and forwarded for testing at an early date.

Any additional firings using these receiver charges, calibration or test, would

be coordinated with Picatinny Arsenal.

FVTrUZ WORI

Testing is to be stopped pending arrival of new recriver charges from

Picatinny Arsenal. Effort will be devoted to making a more efficient test

arrangement such that the test firing rate can be increased when new charges

are received. Plant for the next report period also include some high speed

camera coverage of an explosively launched fragent to obtain photographic evidence

of the fragments performance.

)MAN HOURS EXPENDED

Total inclusive man hours to date on this program are 1521 or 52% of the

total. Of this, 311 mar hours or 11% were expended during the current report

oeriod.

Arthur D. Little, Inc.
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REPORT DISTRIBUTrION

Commanding Officer
Picatinny Arsenal
Dover, New Jersey
Attn: Purchasing Office, ORDBB-PBl 5

Chief of ordnance
Department of the Army
Washington 25, D). C., ORDIM-R 1.

Armed Services Technical Information Agency
Document Services Center
Arlington H~all Station
Arlington 1.2, Virginia
Attn: DSC-SD 10
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